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Trump and Black Misleadership Class: 

Collaborators in the Defense of White Power 
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In a case that finally started to receive national attention over the last few weeks, 

Baltimore prosecutors finally achieved their desired goal after three attempts, a 

conviction of Keith Davis Jr, a young Black working class resident of Baltimore, who his 

supporters say, was set up by Baltimore police, for the murder of Kevin Jones. Two trials 

ended in hung juries and another resulted in the judge overturning the conviction of 

Davis. 
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Community supporters of Davis said that the aggressive prosecution was just another 

example of the heavy-handed use of state power by local Black authorities that the 

residents of the city have come to expect in Baltimore. 

When social pimp Rev Al Sharpton showed up in Baltimore standing with members of 

the Black petit-bourgeoisie to defend their “great city” from the unfair attacks by Donald 

Trump, no one raised any doubt about the fairness of Keith Davis Jr’s conviction. They 

didn’t talk about the over 40,000 abandoned properties in the city, the massive 

displacement of Black residents aided and abetted by the Black overseers of Baltimore. 

And no one dared to mention Freddie Gray. 

Yet, in another bazaar example of “Trump derangement syndrome” the national Black 

community is supposed to defend these opportunists and servants of white capital just 

because they were called out by Trump. 

After the Keith Davis verdict, Baltimore state prosecutor Marilyn Mosby issued a 

statement in which she said that “this case has been — and was always — about the 

pursuit of justice for Kevin Jones,” she wrote. “I truly hope Kevin’s loved ones can 

finally close this gruesome chapter of grief and find their path to healing.” 

But what about the family of Freddie Gray? Doesn’t his life matter, don’t they deserve 

some justice also? 

After one trial that led to an acquittal, Baltimore State’s Attorney Marilyn J. Mosby said 

that it would not be worth it to pursue cases against the other officers accused of killing 

Gray. So, all charges were dropped. And since the Obama Department of Justice also 

didn’t think Gray’s life was worth a Federal investigation, the killers walked, no 

convictions, no justice for the Gray family. 

When Elijah Cummings, the new darlin of liberals who one would think was some 

champion of social justice and principled Black leadership, was asked if there should be a 

Federal investigation of the officers after charges were dropped against the officers, 

Cummings said he didn’t have an opinion! 

The controversy that has emerged from Trump’s comments on Baltimore reflects three 

interrelated theoretical and practical issues among Black/African peoples in the United 

States: The continued hegemonic standing of liberalism within mainstream Black 

political thought, the subordination of what is defined as Black politics to the dictates and 
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agenda of the democrat party and the class consciousness of the Black petit-bourgeoisie 

and the lack of class consciousness among the Black working class. 

It is understandable that a negative comment from Donald Trump regarding a major city 

in the country under the political leadership of Black people might spark an initial 

defensive reaction by many in the country because of his pattern of disparaging non-

European peoples, regardless of their legal status in the U.S. 

However, to try to advance an argument in opposition to Trump that frames life for 

African Americans in Baltimore as anything more than desperate, deprived and destitute 

requires a flight from reality that only members of the elite have the luxury to engage in. 

For Cummings, who has gone from having difficulty paying child support at the time he 

was first elected to Congress to today being a multi-millionaire, and his friends in the 

Black professional/managerial/administrative petit-bourgeois things are just fine in 

Baltimore. 

But for the Black working class and poor who have been subjected to the systematic 

ravages of neoliberalism that devastated Baltimore’s industrial base, including the 

Baltimore port that was a hub for good paying jobs for the working class, facilitated 

massive displacement with urban recolonization (gentrification) and created a low-wage, 

de-skilled Black labor poor that is largely economically redundant, Baltimore in reality 

resembles the city that Trump referred to, and all the crying in the world will not change 

that reality. 

The reality of Baltimore is the reality of decaying and dying cities and rural areas across 

this nation. These conditions are the conditions of late state, neoliberal capitalism that has 

de-centered capitalist industrial production and supply chains from the metropoles to the 

peripheral nations of the system. Many of the nations largest urban areas that have been 

devastated by these policies over the last few decades are also the areas with the greatest 

concentrations of African Americans with political leadership, but not economic power, 

in the hands of a Black overseer class. 

When a Donald Trump with his own racist agenda distorts these systemic issues it does 

not follow that we should reinforce that by offering an analysis of Baltimore or any of 

these other cities where neoliberal Black democrats serve white power, that reduces an 

explanation of systemic issues to just one of the pigmentation of political class in charge 

in the cities or in the White House. 
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The Black petit-bourgeoisie as a “class for itself” is highly offended by Trump’s 

comments but because its’ class interests are in alignment with a sector of big-

bourgeoisie, it is silent when Obama refers to the resisters in Baltimore as “thugs and 

criminals” and unleashes U.S. Attorney Rod J. Rosenstein on the people of Baltimore. 

Yes, the same Rosenstein at the center of Russigate. 

While the DOJ only intervened into one case of killer-cops under Obama, Rosenstein 

made a special request to prosecute the poor, Black working-class individuals charged 

with various crimes during the Baltimore uprising. The result was draconian sentences 

that received no mention and no support because even the NGOs supposedly working on 

criminal justice reform went silent. Rosenstein’s position was clear and a warning to 

anyone who might resist state power “Anyone in the future who participates in a ‘riot’ 

should know that police, prosecutors and citizens will track them down and send them to 

prison.” 

The Black misleadership class, liberal and centrist democrats, the forces grouped around 

Trump and even some radicals, have one essential thing in common, they all believe in 

the legitimacy of the U.S. state, the capitalist/imperialist system and are ready to fight to 

the last drop of your blood and mine to preserve this system. 

The objective political and class ties of these elements is reflected in the unanimity of 

positions of “Full spectrum dominance, support for Israel, animosity toward the 

government in Venezuela, support for Department of Defense 1033 program responsible 

for militarizing police forces across the country, and the expansion of AFRICOM on the 

African continent. 

This is the madness and reality of U.S. political culture. Scratch a liberal and not only do 

you find an imperialist supporter but a Donald Trump. 
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